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Abstract: In response to Race to the Top mandates, student academic growth models are being incorporated into teacher evaluation processes across the country. Illinois’ version of the reform is the Performance Evaluation Reform Act. This paper briefly summarizes the new law and its impact to date. Further, the paper provides reflection upon the current research related to VAMs, and the possible legal consequences of relying on student growth models as a significant component of teacher personnel decisions.
The Performance Evaluation Reform Act

The Illinois General Assembly passed the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA) on January 13, 2010, and Public Act 096-0861 was signed into law by Governor Quinn on January 15, 2010.\(^1\) PERA was enacted in part to establish the prerequisites necessary for Illinois’ successful application to the federal Race to the Top (RTTT) grant program. The state legislation, coupled with the accompanying rules and regulations\(^2\) established by the Illinois State Board of Education in May 2012, mandates that districts and teachers’ associations establish new teacher evaluation systems consistent with its prescribed criteria. Of particular interest here is the requirement that future evaluations for teachers incorporate student growth as a significant factor:

b) By no later than the applicable implementation date, each school district shall, in good faith cooperation with its teachers or, where applicable, the exclusive bargaining representatives of its teachers incorporate the use of data and indicators on student growth as a significant factor in rating teaching performance into its evaluation plan for all teachers....\(^3\)

Under the legislation, districts are required to create a joint committee composed of equal representation from the district, teachers and/or the collective bargaining unit. Once this committee has convened, it has 180 days to complete its work, or the default state evaluation plan (to be devised) will be mandated.\(^4\) The state plan requires 50% of the teacher evaluations to incorporate student achievement measures.\(^5\) District devised plans must incorporate student achievement measures as at least 25% of the evaluation for the first two years and at least 30% thereafter.\(^6\)
On June 13, 2011, P.A. 97-0008 (SB7) became law and thereby incorporated PERA further into future school personnel decision-making. In particular, its provisions require the application of PERA to decisions such as remediation, reductions-in-force and recall rights, tenured teacher dismissals, certificate revocation for incompetency, and tenure acquisition.

One-hundred and one days after the state’s rules and regulations became effective on May 21, 2012, three hundred Chicago Public Schools (CPS) were required to implement the evaluation components of the new legislation effective September 1, 2012. Issues relating to how the performance evaluation requirements would be negotiated into the collective bargaining agreement were among the key issues that led to a well-publicized seven day work stoppage by the Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) which ended on September 18, 2012. The rest of the CPS schools are required to implement PERA by September 1, 2013. The deadline for “down-state” schools’ (all districts except Chicago Public Schools) implementation of the student achievement evaluation components of PERA is set for September 1, 2016, except for the lowest performing 20% which were given a deadline of September 1, 2015.

PERA requires that evaluation plans incorporate multiple measures of student growth. Three types of assessments are identified. Type I assessments are standardized tests that are administered statewide or outside Illinois. Type II assessments are used district-wide by all teachers in a given grade or subject area. Type III assessments are assessments that are approved by the evaluator and the teacher. Under the rules, every teacher’s evaluation growth factor will be judged by at least one Type I or Type II and one Type III assessment. If no Type I or II assessment is appropriate, then two Type III assessments will be used.
Value-Added and Growth Models

On the one hand, many policy-makers believe that data collected through VAMs is a key component for improving teacher quality and for informing broader educational reform efforts.

Andrew J. Rotherham summarized this sentiment in his 2010 article:

Because value-added models can control for other factors impacting student test scores, the most important being whether a student arrived in a teacher’s classroom several grade levels behind, this method of analysis can offer a more accurate estimate of how well a particular teacher is teaching than simply looking at the latest set of student test scores. High-flying teachers can be recognized and low performers can be identified before they spend years doing a disservice to kids. Science and technology to the rescue!\(^{18}\)

Despite important technical differences, the titles VAM and Growth Model are often used interchangeably to describe systems that measure student learning gains over a period of time.

In sum, value-added models attempt to identify how much of a student’s achievement is due to the influence of a particular teacher while controlling for other variables. Growth models employ less sophisticated statistical methodologies to identify simple measures of student achievement (e.g., pre and post-test models) without controlling for other variables.\(^{19}\) Joint committees throughout Illinois must determine what type of growth model to implement as part of the new teacher evaluation processes. The type and sophistication of the measurement models and the type of assessments adopted in Illinois have been left up to individual districts to negotiate with their teachers through the joint committees.\(^{20}\)

PERA required districts to design and implement performance evaluation systems that assess teachers’ professional practice and incorporate measures of student growth. Through the joint committee, district administrators must work
with teachers/union representatives to develop evaluation systems that incorporate student growth. School districts and the state must ensure that these performance evaluation systems are valid and reliable and help teachers to improve student outcomes.\textsuperscript{21}

**Critiques of Value-Added and Growth Models**

However, there is no shortage of concern expressed regarding recent efforts to reform teacher evaluation.\textsuperscript{22} As Helen M. Hazi and Daisy Arredondo Rucinshckii so aptly put it:

Examining changes in statues and policy on teacher evaluation may shed light on the assumptions underlying such policies, and illustrate that “theories of action” connecting increased controls of teacher performance may rest on tenuous and uncertain linkages.\textsuperscript{23}

Shortly after RTTT was adopted, the Board on Testing and Assessment (BOTA) of the National Research Council (which is a branch of the National Academies) sent a letter to the Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, on October 5, 2009 addressing the use of student performance measures to inform the process of educational reform.\textsuperscript{24} The bulk of the letter outlined the limitations of RTTT student achievement measures for the purposes of evaluation. In part, the Board stated:

However, BOTA has significant concerns that the Department’s proposal places too much emphasis on measures of growth in student achievement (1) that have not yet been adequately studied for the purposes of evaluating teachers and principals and (2) that face substantial practical barriers to being successfully deployed in an operational personnel system that is fair, reliable, and valid.\textsuperscript{25}

The Board characterized “value-added models” as a method to measure student achievement attributable to a teacher or a school in a given year, but cautioned the Secretary about using such models:
The term “value-added model” (VAM) has been applied to a range of approaches, varying in their data requirements and statistical complexity. Although the idea has intuitive appeal, a great deal is unknown about the potential and the limitations of alternative statistical models for evaluating teachers’ value-added contributions to student learning. BOTA agrees with other experts who have urged the need for caution and for further research prior to any large-scale, high-stakes reliance on these approaches....

Similarly, a coalition of eighty-eight professors known as the Chicagoland Researchers and Advocates for Transformative Education (CReATE) provided an open letter to Mayor Rahm Emanuel, CPS CEO Jean-Claude Brizard and the Chicago School Board on May 26, 2012. In it, CReATE recommended that CPS “pilot and adjust the evaluation system before implementing it on a large scale,” and “minimize the percentage that student growth counts in teacher or principal evaluation.” These recommendations were based on three stated concerns:

1. CPS is not ready to implement a teacher-evaluation system that is based on significant use of “student growth.”
2. Educational research and researchers strongly caution against teacher-evaluation approaches that use Value-Added Models (VAMs).
3. Students will be adversely affected by the implementation of this new teacher-evaluation system.

Researchers Richard Rothstein noted the intuitive appeal of using growth models to gauge teacher effectiveness. However seductive the models may be, Rothstein cautioned that their use would lead the education community to over-attribute student learning to school factors. As he stated, “...differences in quality of schools can explain about one-third of the variation in student achievement. But the other two-thirds is attributable to non-school factors.”

Rothstein identified some of the non-school factors that have an effect on student learning as follows:
1. Parental factors: Education levels, low vocabulary level, poor health
2. Economic stress
3. Lack of a stable and secure home environment
4. Lack of preventative health care
5. Lack of travel and cultural experiences
6. Residence in a zip code without educated adult role models

In another article that same year, Rothstein and his colleagues provided an even fuller critique. In sum, the authors contended that “…there is broad agreement among statisticians, psychometricians, and economists that student test scores alone are not sufficiently reliable and valid indicators of teacher effectiveness to be used in high-stakes personnel decisions, even when the most sophisticated statistical application, such as value-added modeling is employed. For a variety of reasons, analyses of VAM results have led researchers to doubt whether the methodology can accurately identify more and less effective teachers.”

Linda Darling-Hammond, et. al., wrote recently that attributing student achievement gains (or lack thereof) to an individual teacher’s effectiveness assumes too much. She and her co-authors wrote that there are many other factors that impact student learning beyond the control of the teacher. Some of the factors included academic growth of classmates, classroom context, school resources, home and community supports or challenges, individual student characteristics, peer culture, previous teachers, other current teachers, summer learning loss differentials, and the tests used. These researchers summarized three main problems for using VAM models for teacher evaluation:

1. Value-added models of teacher effectiveness are inconsistent.
2. Teachers’ value-added performance is affected by the students assigned to them.
3. Value-added ratings cannot disentangle the many influences on student progress.

**Potential Causes of Action to Adverse Employment Decisions**
Under Illinois’ PERA, teachers will have up to 50% of their evaluations based on fundamentally flawed methods of measuring student achievement. Based on the psychometric problems with VAMs and Growth Models that have been documented in the research, it seems certain that dismissed teachers’ attorneys will seek redress in part based on a lack of due process based on the Fourteenth Amendment. As in the past, local administrative procedural errors in conducting the evaluation process, related collective bargaining issues, and state contract law in general would all be reviewable. In 2010, on his blog, School Finance 101, Bruce D. Baker wrote the following:

This new crop of state statutes and regulations which include arbitrary use of questionable data, applied in a questionably appropriate way will most likely lead to a flood of litigation like none that has ever been witnessed.35

Specifically, Baker suggests that the clustering of poor and minority students, will lead to adverse employment decisions against a higher ratio of minority teachers that serve those communities. As a result, “…black teachers of low-income black students will be several times more likely to be dismissed on the basis of poor value-added test scores.”36 Further, Baker foresees that this lack of non-random student assignment will create numerous court cases involving racially disparate impact teacher dismissals under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.37 Unless the state and schools can demonstrate that the score differences were not the result of race (i.e., not attributable to the result of non-random assignment of students), a court could find that PERA was not a neutral policy and therefore violates Title VII.

In Illinois, a recent decision related to educational malpractice may be instructive as to how future courts might view adverse teacher employment actions based on VAM or Growth
Models. The authors (one is a judge) of a recent Illinois State Bar Association article analyzing this 2012 appellate court case concluded that the tort of educational malpractice “...is not cognizable in Illinois.” The court in Waugh, noted the following:

Those courts that have refused to recognize claims of educational malpractice have done so based on various public policy grounds, including: 1) the lack of a satisfactory standard of care by which to evaluate an educator; 2) the inherent uncertainties about causation and the nature of damages in light of such intervening factors as students’ attitude, motivation, temperament, past experience and home environment; 3) the potential for a flood of litigation against schools; and 4) the possibility that such claims will “embroil the courts into overseeing the day-to-day operations of the schools. Alsides, 592 N.W.2d at 472.”

In particular, the appellate court’s recognition of “inherent uncertainties about causation” would appear to be a theory plaintiffs’ counsel should consider in an adverse employment decision action under PERA. Imagine the psychometric uncertainties an educational research expert could provide to a jury related to the use of a VAM as a “significant factor.”

On the other hand, a recent law review article has suggested that the use of VAM may have the unintended consequence of building a pathway to educational malpractice as a viable tort. As the authors Todd DeMitchell, Terri DeMitchell and Douglas Gagnon concluded,

...a pathway to educational malpractice may be being built through articulated standards, increased accountability, and now value-added measures of teacher effectiveness.... The courts already hold other professions responsible for the breach of their duties, which causes an injury. Why not education?
This is an interesting theory. However, after considering the growing body of research regarding the unreliability for current VAMs, and the decision in _Waugh_, educational malpractice in Illinois (without advances in VAM psychometrics) appears to be a long-shot.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, Illinois PERA contains a mixture of potential benefits and pitfalls for teachers, administrators, students, parents and the larger school community. On the one hand, Illinois’ PERA presents a number of opportunities. The enhanced evaluator training (once it is fully de-bugged) presents an opportunity to inform evaluators and improve evaluations statewide. Second, PERA establishes a state-wide framework for evaluation, and a common vocabulary for discussing and identifying best practices. Third, the flexibility afforded to local districts to consider and select the student assessments used for teacher evaluation will allow schools to customize their evaluation programs consistent with the law.

On the other hand, the use of student achievement growth data as a significant component of personnel decision-making demands further reflection and considerable refinement. At best, this will take time and further state investment to establish reliable methods and systems to support such an initiative. In the meantime, local districts will need to establish short-term strategies and reasonable evaluation solutions until more sophisticated data collection methods are available. Perhaps current and future district-university partnerships can develop more reliable methods for collecting and analyzing student achievement data related to teacher evaluation.
From a legal perspective, school districts proceed at their own risk by including student growth data as part of a negative employment decision. The law says districts are to consider student achievement data as at least 30% of the overall evaluation. And, districts should always follow the law. However, given the proven unreliability of using student growth data to determine teacher effectiveness, districts should be very cautious in making personnel rating decisions based on that particular input. In sum, growth models don’t meet fundamental principles of scientifically based inquiry. Despite being promoted as central components of RTTT by USDE, it has been left to local districts to make the best of a flawed model. In the meantime, what happens when a teacher’s position on the district Reduction in Force list is lowered (due to the requirements of SB7 and PERA), and that leads to her being honorably discharged in favor of a younger, less experienced and lower salaried teacher? See you at the courthouse!

It is difficult to imagine how USDE could adopt a reform that doesn’t meet the “scientifically-based” standard set for instructional interventions under NCLB. Yes, it sounds good in theory—teachers should be held accountable for student learning. But if I may borrow Bill Clinton’s line from the Democratic National Convention regarding the proposed Republican budget plan, the problem is arithmetic. Statistically, these growth models are not reliable or valid measures of teacher effectiveness. Yet, the state of Illinois, in adherence to the RTTT initiative now requires school districts to base personnel decision upon this unproven methodology.
As long as local administrators fully recognize the statistical and practical weaknesses associated with the student growth portion of the system, they can work collaboratively with their teachers and collective bargaining units to make the best of the situation. Perhaps VAMs can be refined in the years to come to solve the practical and statistical problems. Efforts to assess teacher effectiveness are difficult, but that shouldn’t stop the education community from continuing to create methods that are reliable. In the meantime, the reaction as evidenced by the CTU-CPS strike indicates that future conflict on this issue is only in its infancy.

Promisingly, however, the conflict is also an opportunity for PK-12 educators and sympathetic legal counsel to illustrate through the courts and the court of public opinion the variables that impact student learning. A larger discussion needs to be held about the effects of poverty as well as the many school factors beyond the teacher’s control that impact student learning. In fact by doing so, this may be the impetus by which meaningful discussions regarding adequate funding and social supports can be achieved. If policy-makers truly want to close the achievement gap, these factors must be eventually addressed. Perhaps RTTT’s insistence on the use of VAMs has the potential to expand the discussion about what is needed to improve educational outcomes beyond unreliable measures of teacher effectiveness.
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